Litigation
Finance
is our speciality
We connect our members to exclusive opportunities
offering uncapped earning potential

At Greenpark Platinum our focus
is raising capital for high-value
litigation cases. Our experience
and network within our sector
offer exclusive opportunities which
cannot be accessed elsewhere.

We provide an institutional-grade
structure at a lower entry point
which enables our partners to
demand yield and exceptional
growth potential on capital
introduced.

Our proven method offers numerous benefits which include:
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Defined exit
strategies

Short duration
investment and high
yield and growth
targeting 8-20% p. a

Asset-Backed with
Validated Collateral

Buy out triggers providing
short term capital growth

Event-based payments as proceeds from
a case are realised, our opportunities are
positioned first to receive proceeds
before any other deductions.

Secured and
underwritten

No correlation to stock
markets and property
investments

Tony has over 22 years’ experience in the public and
private sector. Through those years, Tony has
delivered operational, training and procurement
projects as well as delivered numerous
cross-function projects in business improvement,
customer experience, systems implementation, and
project governance.
Delivering projects on behalf of Royal Mail, Her
Majesty’s Customs and Revenue and the Ministry of
Defence in Facilities Management, and Safety and
Asset Management. Tony is an active member of the
Project Management Institute (PMI), and holds a
Project Management Professional (PMP)
qualification.

CEO
Laura has over 20 years of experience in the
financial services industry with a strong network
Globally. Laura has held senior roles in the UK,
Europe and Asia with a focus on holistic, financial
planning and portfolio management. Laura holds
several qualifications in financial planning and
wealth management. Her strengths are building
our investor network and relationships globally.
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Steven Schofield
Administrator

Steven has held several administrative roles
both in Europe and Asia. Steven is responsible
for maintaining our investment platform,
administration and accounting.

Independent Financial Advisors
Independent Financial Advisors looking for high-quality
alternative assets for their clients we offer both client and
advisors with an effective investment process with high
returns and preferential rates for capital introduced.

Our partners require quality opportunities
They can assume that a strict due
diligence process has already been
undertaken before receiving our projects.

We appeal to HNW investors or companies
who have a network of clients with an
appetite to participate in opportunities
within the litigation finance sector.

Our Existing Clients Include:

Family Office
Family Offices work with us for diversifying
portfolios and providing stability during
volatile market conditions. Our projects
are non-correlated to global markets and
property, making our opportunities
an attractive proposition.

Lawyers and Accountants
Lawyer and Accountants generally
understand Litigation Finance which makes
collaboration with Greenpark Platinum and
their network seamless.

Corporate Clients

Quality
Opportunities

Our corporate clients require a return on
cash reserves. Our projects meet these
requirements due to the short-term
maturity of between 1 and 3 years.

Stockbrokers
We work with reputable
stockbrokers Globally, assisting
with diversification for their
clients providing additional
revenue streams for capital
introduced

High Net Worth Individuals
We work with high net worth individuals and
their advisors to attain high returns, passive
income, and security with validated collateral.
We offer a superior investor experience for
our high net worth clients.

The Asset Class is Uncorrelated to Traditional
Capital Markets
The risk/return profile coupled with the
relatively short lifecycle of the investment
attracts investors to litigation finance who are
looking to diversify their portfolios by investing
in a product whose performance is not tied to
the Stock or Bond Markets.

Regardless of how the economy is doing –
whether we are in a bull or bear market, an
inflation or recession – there are always
going to be legal claims; someone will
always be suing someone else.
The outcome of claims returns has no
correlation with how the markets are faring.

Outsized Historical Returns
Litigation finance is considered an ‘alternative asset,’ meaning it is a niche financial product that is
not classified as a mainstream investment. While such investments typically average higher returns
due to their outsized risk portfolios, litigation finance returns are outperforming not only other
alternative asset sector but mainstream asset sectors as well.

Acceptable Time to Liquidity
‘Time to Liquidity’ simply means how long it takes to get your invested capital (plus the returns on
your invested capital) back. Real estate, for example, can have a fairly long time to liquidity, since it
often takes several years to get your money back. The median time to liquidity for litigation finance
is around 12 - 24 months, which is moderate compared to other alternative assets such as Venture
Capital and other forms of Private Equity.
With the current global volatility and the difficulty to acquire income with higher than average
returns, Litigation Finance is an asset class that delivers absolute returns.

Our Network
Through our Origination Partners, our deals are structured from the outset, providing a secure platform
for capital introduced to benefit from tangible commercial returns.

This structure is underpinned with over 20 years
of global experience utilising:

A global network of legal practitioners spanning across 14 countries with access
to over 500 lawyers, and 22 languages spoken, providing a wealth of knowledge
and experience in Litigation Finance.

Asset Managers who drive our global programs, have a long-standing history
within the industry with an extensive global network which has been forged
over the past 20 plus years.

Robust Due Diligence (Investment Assessment Process) is a 5-step process
and governance methodology that is proven to provide comprehensive and
quantifiable outcomes. Implementing risk mitigation strategies, key indicators,
with internal and independent reviews, assures a favourable outcome. Only
when all key criteria are met and validated will Greenpark Platinum engage
with our network.

Disclaimer
No Financial Services: Greenpark Platinum provides a private capital marketplace by which it may
introduce potential accredited investors to asset-based Investee Entities. Any securities or participation
interests which are issued or sold as a result of such introduction will be issued by the Investee Entity
or by another person affiliated with the Investee Entity (for example a current shareholder/founder of
the Investee Entity).
Greenpark Platinum is not engaged in a business of providing financial services and does not hold any
financial services licence in any jurisdiction.
Greenpark Platinum does not provide any financial product advice (whether general or personal) in
relation to the securities or participation interests which are offered by or in any Investee Entity or in
respect of any other financial product. In particular, Greenpark Platinum makes no recommendation as
to the suitability of any investment opportunity for any potential investor and does not take account of
any investor’s financial situation or needs in making information about Investee Entities available to
members of private capital marketplace.
Greenpark Platinum does not provide dealing services in relation to any
financial products, including any securities or scheme interests
issued or to be issued by an Investee Entity, whether by way of
arranging their issue, acquisition, variation or disposal or
by any other means.

If you are interested in partnering with
Greenpark Platinum on projects please contact

corporate@greenparkplatinum.com

